
Nr. Item Subscribers to ESMA's news items

1 Name of the Controller 
ESMA's Head of Governance and External Affairs Department - 

gea.dataprotection@esma.europa.eu

1,1 Address of the Controller
European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA)201-203 rue de Bercy, 75012 

Paris

1,2 ESMA Area Entrusted with Processing ESMA/Governance and External Affairs Department

1,3 Processors (If any) N/A

2 Name and contact details of DPO 
 ESMA DPO

dpo@esma.europa.eu

3
Name and contact details of processor (where 

applicable) 
N/A

4 Purpose of the processing 

Establishing a list of email addresses in order to provide subscribers with relevant 

information (news items, new documents, information about open hearings and 

open consultations). Subscribers are immediately notified by e-mail once a new 

content is available.

5

Description of categories of persons whose 

data ESMA processes and list of data 

categories 

Email addresses of subscribers who register on ESMA website for the purposes 

of receiving notifications of new content

6 Time limit for keeping the data 
Data is kept for as long as individuals are subscribed to receive notifications from 

ESMA and until they choose to unsubscribe

7 Recipients of the data 
Only designated ESMA staff will have access to the personal data for the purpose 

of managing the notifications list

8

Are there any transfers of personal data to 

third countries or international 

organisations? If so, to which ones and with 

which safeguards? 

N/A

9
General description of security measures, 

where possible. 

ESMA’s IT infrastructure is protected by physical and logical security measures: 

the servers are installed on a high-security data centre with restricted physical 

access to the machines. Network firewalls protect the logic perimeter of the 

ESMA IT infrastructure; and the main computer systems holding the data are 

security hardened. 

10

For more information, including how to 

exercise your rights to access, rectification, 

object and data portability (where applicable), 

see the privacy statement: 

When you receive a notification, you are informed that ESMA collects your 

personal data for the sole purpose of notifying you about new content available 

(news items, new documents, open hearings and open consultations. You are 

also informed that your data will be deleted once you unsubscribe. Moreover, the 

notification contains a link to ESMA's general privacy statement 

(https://www.esma.europa.eu/data-protection).
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